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Why have someone work on community building and
diversity?

Private residential “liberal arts and sciences” research institution in an
urban setting, incoming undergraduate class ∼1700 students.

I was hired in a teaching position with advising and mentoring duties,
and a special project: build community among (pure) math majors.

Why build community?
I Some highly selective first-year math courses, which make all other

students feel like second-class citizens, like they don’t belong.
I A climate of posturing: using words like ”trivial,” ”follows easily,” etc.
I Very low numbers of underrepresented minorities majoring in math,

who also feel like they don’t belong.
I Same for our graduate students and faculty. Currently, all research

tenured faculty in math dept are men, but that will change this fall!

What barriers to building community students face at your institution?
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The (vicious) circle of trust

1 You can’t do right by students if you don’t get feedback from them.

2 You will not receive feedback from students if they do not trust you.

3 Students will not trust you if you do not do right by them.

4 Repeat steps 1-4.
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Get your foot in the door

Little by little, trying things out.

Connect with students and student groups.

Start a newsletter for math majors, or find ways to reach them so
they know you want to help.

Host events (just try something) like a study break, advising event,
welcome lunch.

Get students to help you organize these things, or give you advice
about what to do!
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Tackling issues as they come up

A big issue for us was availability of information and advice.

Organized events and created info packets on :

Math courses, what to take when, etc.

Writing a senior thesis, to dispel myths.

Collected experiences of and advice from women in math at Harvard
(undergrads, grads, post-docs, faculty), shared them among the
group, and shared parts of these to key faculty members.

Summer research opportunities.

Applying to graduate school, the GRE, etc.

How to ask for a recommendation letter.

Still needed: careers outside of academia.

How do students find such information at your institution?
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Finding all this information

“But all this information is available on our website,
in the course catalog or on the Internet.”

Websites can be hard to navigate, may contain outdated information,
can be difficult to read, may not apply to special cases.

The course catalog mentions prerequisites, but cannot tell a particular
student what the best next step is, what are the most important
courses, what are gateway courses one should take early on, etc.

Search for “how to get into math grad school” or “getting a job with
a math degree” on the Internet...

All this information is hard to find and digest, may not be applicable to
some or all of our students, may be discouraging...

So students turn to their connections.
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Socio-mathematical capital

Some students have privilege:

One or more of their parents or family members have been to college
or even graduate school, or have connections for internships and
summer work;

They came well-prepared academically, from a strong high school;

They have acquired college or grad school survival skills (from
teachers, parents): collaborating on homework, going to office hours,
talking to professors, applying to scholarships and internships;

Graduate students and professors will talk to them, give them advice,
encourage them forward, tell them about opportunities;

They are surrounded by similar students and faculty, in terms of: race
or ethnicity, gender identity, religion, background, socio-economic
status, etc.
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Leveling the playing field

We want to level the playing field for our students, so all have
access as much as possible to the information and advice they need
to succeed.
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Listening to students is important crucial

Sometimes they just need someone to talk to! Someone who will
understand how hard it can be. That in itself can be therapeutic.

Sometimes though, things can be changed! And students might have
excellent ideas about how to change things. This has led to joint efforts:

Students producing their own informational pamphlet, to give to
prospective math majors or students who just want to take more
math courses.

Overhaul of our communication materials and parts of our website.

Math Night, from a “gripe session”.

“Gripe sessions” are highly recommended if you are willing to listen (and
not defend yourself), if you take it seriously, and if you get back to
students about it.
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Showing up

While I’m working on getting to know the students and their needs,
students are also working on building community among themselves.

Attended a student Women in Math and Physics event, to show some
faculty presence and support.

Attended a Gender Gap in Math event put on by students, saw there
other faculty, some of whom would become allies.

From this stemmed two things:

an ongoing collaboration with a few key students, highly motivated to
have better gender diversity in the math major;

and a discussion among 2 other faculty members and me, about what
we can do to support diversity. Led me to organize a little “diversity
training” at our annual calculus teacher training.
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Diversity Discussion Group officially starts

During the training, I mentioned the start of a reading group on issues of
diversity and inclusion in math. Got a few responses, enough for a critical
mass to get us started.

Meetings every week or other week, with a reading to do ahead of
time. Readings might be from research literature; experiences of
minorities in math or science; resources on allyship.

Special meetings:
I Invited 2 graduating seniors to give us their honest thoughts and

feedback on the department.
I Took an allyship training by our Office of BGLTQ student life, and a

Gender 101 Training from the Women’s Center.
I Incorporated some of those ideas in a training for our course assistants.
I (Other available trainings: bystander training from Office of Sexual

Assault Prevention and Response, online course on religious literacy,
negociation/mediation/listening skills workshop...)
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Results?

The word is getting around that we want to support our students
coming through calculus (as opposed to those more advanced
first-year courses) who want to become math majors.

We have gained credibility, at least among some students, that some
of us really care and are trying our best. That gives students more
confidence and trust in us and the department.

Numbers...

The “Gender Inclusivity” student group has been highly successful —
at the expense of the math association...

Do we need to tackle campus culture next?

Some students are still quite critical — all the better to keep us going.
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“So, where do I start?”

Note: it might be harder to find time, colleagues and students to
work with on this, than it is to find money.

Add a blurb to your personal homepage about how you support
diversity. (See my website for example and links.)

Get someone to do a training in your department!

Talk to students. Seek them out. Interview graduating seniors.

Ask students what they want or need, and ask them to help you make
this happen. Seek their input and help. (“Gripe session”.)

Attend student events, if they are ok with it. Support students in
organizing what they want to organize.

Find a way to spark discussions. You never know who your allies
might turn out to be.

Visit my website for tips and a “checklist”:
scholar.harvard.edu/rbr/diversity
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You have to start somewhere,
to get where you want to be!

Start with one thing, then another, then another.
See where this takes you,

and who comes along for the ride.



Who will commit to doing one thing to
build community and/or support diversity

during the upcoming semester?

Who will commit to creating a mechanism
for rewarding those who take on this work

in your department?


